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New research ideas and questions about PDA



PDA: much discussed, little researched
• Only one paper published in a clinical/research journal to date

• Huge parental concern (web presence)

• Need to raise awareness

• Need for empirical studies



‘PDA’ little used beyond UK
What are these difficulties called elsewhere?

– ‘Oppositional defiant disorder’ or ‘conduct disorder’?

– ‘reactive attachment disorder’?

– ‘bipolar disorder in childhood’?

– ‘schizoid personality’?

– ‘sheer cussedness’?

Where are these young people?
– ASD clinics?

– Excluded from school?

– ???



Why research PDA?

Hard to manage for families and schools

Typical ASD-suited approaches don’t work?
(repetition, routine, reward)

Relatively gloomy prognosis in Newson follow-up





PDA and Autism Spectrum Disorders

Similar to ASD?

– Friendship problems

– No embarrassment

– Obsessive traits

– Highly anxious?

– Fail to read social cues?

Different from ASD?

– Gender ratio

– Like pretend and role play

– Nonverbal comm’ ok?

– Socially manipulative?

– Don’t respond to reward
and routine?

Similar behaviour, different reasons?



The Autistic Triad

CommunicationCommunication
impairmentsimpairments

Social impairmentsSocial impairments

Restricted/ RepetitiveRestricted/ Repetitive
Behaviours & InterestsBehaviours & Interests

Triad is fractionable...

•3 traits correlate only
moderately

• distinct genetic effects

• isolated deficits seen



The Autistic Triad: Relevance for PDA?

CommunicationCommunication
impairmentsimpairments

Social impairmentsSocial impairments

Restricted/ RepetitiveRestricted/ Repetitive
Behaviours & InterestsBehaviours & Interests

Role play? Fixated on a person? Obsessive DA?

Pragmatics ok?
Comprehension?



The ASD triad: No single cognitive
explanation?

CommunicationCommunication
impairmentsimpairments

Social impairmentsSocial impairments

Restricted/ RepetitiveRestricted/ Repetitive
Behaviours & InterestsBehaviours & Interests

Problems
recognising
thoughts and
feelings?

Problems
generating,
planning,
monitoring?

“Theory of mind” “Executive
functions”

Detail-focused cognitive style?

“weak coherence”



‘Theory of mind’ = recognising others’ thoughts

…putting yourself in another person’s shoes

Tested by ability to attribute a false belief (3 years+)

Manifest in everyday social skills (2 years+)
e.g. making secrets, pretend play, lying

Mind-blindness in ASD

‘Mind-blindness’ in ASC e.g.
-social interest but difficulty,
-over-literal understanding,
-don’t use/understand lies, secrets
-lack of social pretend play



Defining criteria for PDA

Passive early history

Resists and avoids ordinary demands of life

Surface sociability

Lability of mood

Comfortable in role play and pretending

Language delay, seems result of passivity

Obsessive behaviour

Neurological involvement



Understanding vs. Caring

 ‘Reading minds’ and ‘empathising’ may be

distinct abilities

Difficulty knowing what others are feeling

is not the same as not caring about others’ feelings

Most people with ASD do care about others’ feelings



Empathy dysfunction
in conduct disorder + callous/unemotional

“I am not quite sure what I would call that
expression, but I know that is what people

look like just before you stab them”

Work by
Essi Viding, UCL
James Blair, NIMH



What might underlie Demand Avoidance?
 Why do TD children (generally) comply?

– Want to please others? Enjoy positive emotional displays?

– Care about reputation? Others’ views of self matter?

– Herd instinct; instinctively recognise hierarchy?

Why is complying so hard for children with PDA?

– Anxiety Attempt to control?

– Identity disorder?

– Theory of mind + empathy difficulties?

– No response to positive emotions?





Making it into the diagnostic manuals
Need to demonstrate that a proposed new Dx category is

 distinct from existing diagnostic categories in term of

– symptoms

– neuropsychological profile

– Course and prognosis

– Cause and/or neural substrates

more than just a feature of other conditions

– E.g. ‘sensory processing disorder’ – does it occur alone?

 Show it is sufficiently common and impairing



Proposed Changes in DSM5 (APA)

 Autistic disorder, Asperger Disorder, PDD-NOS
to be collapsed into ‘Autism Spctrum Disorder’

 Individual’s profile mapped in terms of

– Social and communication difficulties

– Rigid and repetitive difficulties

– Language level, intellectual functioning

– Other factors: e.g. anxiety, depression, challenging
behaviour, scaffolding or adverse life factors…

 New diagnostic category under Language
Disorders: Social Communication Disorder



New Research at SGDP Centre

Questionnaire study

New data from parents of 40 children with PDA

(aged 9-16yrs)

compared with

Existing data from parents of 5,000 12yr olds, where we
identified:

– Conduct problems (CP; N=28)

– Autism Spectrum Disorders (ASD; N=39)

– Typical levels of key behaviours in >4,000 ‘TD’ children



Outcomes

Severity of difficulties in PDA

Nature of difficulties in PDA vs. CP/ ASD

– Autistic-like behaviours

– Social interaction problems

– Difficult behaviour

– Anxiety

Genetic influences on PDA-related traits.



Co-morbidities (out of 32 respondents)
Disorder Count with co-morbidity

ADHD 6

Asperger 5

Anxiety problems 5

Sensory processing disorder 3

Mild learning difficulties 2

Dyslexia 2

ODD 1

Tourettes 1

Interstitial Duplication Chromosome 15 1

Epilepsy 1

Severe learning difficulties 1



1. Autistic-like traits in PDA
14/18 met “diagnostic cut off” on CAST.

It’s nice to
meet you

too!

Better eye contact/ conversation.

Strong detail focus.



Resemble ASD

Worst 1% of population cohort on social interaction/
peer difficulties…

2. Social interaction problems



3. Difficult behaviour
Resemble CP – both worst 1% of population

Also: difficulties with planning & inhibiting impulses



total score Difficult

behaviour

Social interaction

problems

total score Difficult

behaviour

Social interaction

problems

PDA

CP

ASD

Difficult behaviour/ social interaction problems

Difficult behaviour resembles CP, social interaction
resembles ASD



Worst 2% of population cohort for anxiety

4. Anxiety

Hyperactivity Anxiety Conduct probs

PDA

CP ASD

 Anxiety higher than in either ASD or CP



Summary

Apparent behavioural overlap with ASD/ CP:

– Different causes?

Severe difficulties across different domains: need
for support.



Nature and/ or nurture?



Studying twins tells you about heritability

Identical twins (monozygotic, MZ)

Share 100% genes

Fraternal twins (dizygotic, DZ)

Share c. 50% genes



Twin study

Twin 1
score

Twin 2
score

Assigned a “PDA score” – a composite of items.

Did identical twins look more similar than non-
identical?



Nature/ Nurture: PDA

PDA traits are substantially influenced by genetics
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Where we are going now…



ToM Empathy/
detachment

Social rewardEmotion
recognition

Research plans
Experimental research into PDA to investigate...



–Questionnaire to identify individuals who show PDA traits
– Developed with help of Phil Christie (& others)

– Aim: checklist for research/ clinical assessment

– Please take one!

–Observational tool for assessment
– Semi-structured interview with prompts for e.g. Empathy, compliance, etc

– Suitable for a range of settings – integrate with ordinary assessment

– Input invited from clinicians, parents, teachers...

–Please leave us your email address if you would like more information!

Current Developments



Participating in research

–Parents (of any child, with or without, PDA)
–Please consider taking a questionnaire/ leaving your email address

–Teachers/ SENCOs
–Please consider leaving us your details to contact your school about
taking part in research.

–Clinicians
–Please leave us your details to contribute to/ share observational
measure/ questionnaire & future research collaboration

elizabeth.o’nions@kcl.ac.uk francesca.happe@kcl.ac.uk
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